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now we have generated a pair of keys, we need to create an encryption certificate in order for us to successfully secure the installation of the ioncube php extension. in order to do this run
the following command: once the certificate has been generated and the passphrase is entered the server will be set up to require secure authentication in order to install the ioncube php
extension. at this point you will also be asked for your email address. this is where you will be notified of any updates that have been made to the extension. the email address must be
specified for the certificate to be valid. the following command will create a script called install.sh and place it in the directory from where we started the ioncube php extension installation.
this script will be used later on to trigger the ioncube php extension install. the ioncube script requires two parameters, the first is a passphrase to be used for encrypting the private key,
and the second is the email address of the server owner. we can now trigger the installation script by running the following command: the ioncube php extension can be downloaded via the
url shown below. alternatively, you can use the file manager to navigate to the directory where the extension is located, and run the command shown below. this will open a secure file
download window where the extension is available for download. you can then immediately double click the file to begin the installation process. ioncube php encoder is the tool to protect
your php source code from being changed and accessed by malicious users. the loader enables the use of your php in a web browser without downloading any source code. the loader can
also be used with php and other sources, such as xml.
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it has long been our desire to provide this type of protection for php, and the work that we did with the pecl team to prepare php for php 7 ( and now with our announcement of ioncube for
php 7.3, we think we’ve reached this goal. for those of you who are unfamiliar with the issues, the pecl team has a good document that explains why they went the way they did, and why

we believe we’ve found a way to make the same changes while remaining backwards compatible. the ioncube team has built the same kinds of protections, but in a less intrusive way.
preventing others from including the encryption routines in their source code is also relatively easy with ioncube. you can use the ioncube application to create a new encrypted file, and

the ioncube encoder to process the original file and encrypt it. this technique is, of course, similar to what we are doing with zend, but the advantage is that you can distribute a version of
the encrypted files without encrypting the source code, and then distribute the source code separately. this is ideal if you want to protect a version of your code that you can’t distribute
fully, and then you can later distribute the source code with the details of how to decrypt. i would like to ask those of you who use one of these about which you think is the better option.
ive finally broken in to freelance work, instead of just creating internal php for my company, and i want to protect my work. originally i was looking to compile my code and then i was told

about zend guard and [url= cube php encoder. i would like to ask those of you who use one of these about which you think is the better option. ive finally broken in to freelance work,
instead of just creating internal php for my company, and i want to protect my work. originally i was looking to compile my code and then i was told about zend guard and cube php
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